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Addison Carwile Elected Tiger
Brotherhood President; Student
Members Tapped Into Fraternity
Fifteen Students
Achieve Honors
In All Subjects

Reynolds, Banks,
Morris To Fill
Other Positions

Names of the fifteen boys who
made the grade of "A" on every
subject taken last semester have
been released by
G. E. Metz,
registrar.
This excellent standing is in
contrast with the pre-war years
when onlyone or two students
maintained such a high place on
the honor list.
The top-honor men are: Walter
Lee Ball, Laurens; John Warren Bradfield, Jr., Charlotte, N.
C; Robert Charles Browi., Clemson; Henry Thompson Cannon,
Newberry;
John Roe Carter,
Greenville;
William
Marshall
Chapman., Spartanburg; William
Shafer Dowis, Spartanburg; George Cochran Fant, Anderson.
Also Samuel Jack Hadden,
Westminster; Andrew Ross Jones,
Mt. Sterling, Illinois; Thomas
Watson
Lewis,
Spartanburg;
CARWILE
Joseph Griffin Mann, Greenville;
Julian Paisley Mikell, Edisto Island; Sam Layton Pettit,
Roebuck; and William Carlton Singleton, Pickens.
Eight of these students are engineering majors, three agriculture, one architecture, one arts
and sciences, one chemistry, and
American Society of Civil En- one textile.
gineers, student organization to
promote better understanding between students and professional
engineers, last week
initiated
twenty-four new members.
The men, who were selected on
a grade point ratio basis, are J.
H. Adams, Greenville; C. B. Aiken, Pickens; E H Ballentine,
Senator Olin D. Johnston of
Greenwood; V Caldwell, Blacks- South Carolina has stated that he
burg; R. M. Clayton, Pickens; W. will actively support and vote
P. DesChamps, Bishopville.
for passage of the bill now before
Also J. A. Farmer, Anderson; Congress to revise upward the
J. W. Fowler, Gaffney; W. R. ceilings on veteran-student inGwinn, Roebuck; H. M. Harda- comes.
New classification rules, to be- way, Dillion; J. P. Harrison, Troy;
"It is apparent," said Senator
come effective in September, 1947, R A Julien, Greenwood; R. F. Johnston, "that the present ceilhave been released by G. E. Lanford, Woodruff; J. C. McLane, ings on the amount of money
Metz, Clemson Registrar. As long Newberry; A. A. Moss, Green- which a veteran student may earn
by outside employment are workas the college reclassifies students ville.
Also L. C. Paige, Asheville; J. ing to the disadvantage of many
each semester the following rules
T. Price, Starr;
J. L. Ridgill, students. It favors the indolent to
will be in effect:
Manning; L. H. Shealy, Batesburg;
of the industrious.
To be a senior, a student shall E. M. Seabrook, Mount Pleasant; the"Itdetriment
is well known that many
lack not more than 42 credits for W. C. Singleton, Pickens; J. E. deserving
and conscientious stugraduation and rrfust have earned! ^^ £££££1? OVR" Summer dents have been forced to abantwice as many grade points as the Newberry. and c. Q. Ulmer, El don their eductional pursuits beminimum number of credit hours loree.
cause of their primary responsirequired to be a senior.
bility to furnish adequate food,
To be a junior, a student must
clothing and shelter, to
their
wives and children.
Thus the
have completed at least 64 semarried veteran in many inmester credit hours and earned
stances is unable to provide on
128 grade points.
$200 a month."
To be a sophomore, a student
—•—
must have completed at least 30
The proposed legislation will inAt a special meeting Monday crease the ceilings to $325 monsemester credit hours.
All new students are classified night March 16, the Veterans Ex- thly for married students
and
as freshmen unless they have ecutive Council decided by un- $250 for veterans without depenenough credits from another animous vote to install a safe dents.
school to allow them to graduate driving campaign for the Clemfrom Clemson in not more than son campus and related housing
projects in the pre-fab villages.
six regular semesters.
According to reports, the roads
through the housing projects and
the streets on the campus are
being used by students and residents who presist in speeding.
In an effort to carry on more
Signs are being painted and as extensive experimental and re♦—
soon as they are completed they search work, the Textile DepartHarry S. Ashmore, general will be erected throughout the ment has purchased a new stainscience '37, associate editor? of the restricted zones. Any person less steel dying machine. DesignCharlotte News, lectured to the caught speeding in these zones ed for rayons and synthetics, the
Fellowship Club of Clemson at a will be prosecuted by law.
machine is suitable for all types
recent supper meeting. The theme
In accordance with the plan of woven and knittel fabrics.
of his address was the respon- adopted by the Veteran's Council,
According to Professor Joseph
sibility that rests on Clemson engi- any student can report a violator Lindsay, Jr., head of the Textile
neers and agriculturalists for the by taking the license number of Chemistry and Dying Depart
prestrvation of democracy in this the speeding car and giving it ment, the machine is similar to
age of technological progress.
of the local law en- types used in many textile finPointing out the full
faith to the headofficers,
Sheriff Roark. ishing plants.
placed by Thomas Clemson and forcement
Ben Tillman in technology as the However, if the student who takanswer to South Carolina's pro- es the local plate number does
blems, Ashmore said that the his- not care to make the report
tory of the college has demon- himself, he can turn over the
strated the fulfillment of their violator's license number to any
member of the Veteran's Council
wishes.
"Clemson's prime function is, who will dierct it to proper authA service of the Lord's Supper
as always should be, the produc- orities.
will be given at the
Baptist
tion of technicians, but the danChurch on Wednesday April 2, at
ger is great that the heavy de7:00 p. m. The Service will be
mands of technical education will
conducted by the devotional comshut the scientist. off from the
mittee headed Iby Jim Young
world of ideas, literature, history,
and James Spangenberg,
Bapphilosophy, and social sciences
tist Student Minister.
that alone can enbale him to unThe memorial supper will be
Note: Below is the new
derstand the world in which he
served by Rev. Harold Cole with
parking policy at Clemson.
will live and help create."
the assistance of several students
Details as to authorized and
instead of the Deacons.
unauthorized parking areas
for the various catagories of
personnel at the college may
be found on • the bulletin
boards of the buildings.
General
R. A. McGinty, vice-director of
1. Students residing in housing
the South Carolina Experiment projects
or a comparable distance
Station, was elected a member of
the Committee of Nine at a meet- from Tillman Hall will habitually
ing of the Directors of the Experi- walk to classes.
2. Students will not proceed
ment Stations of thirteen southern states held at New Orleans from class to class via automoon March 11. This committee was bile unless the College Surgeon
authorized by the new Flannagan- has approved such action.
3. The Veterans Organization
Hope Research and Marketing
and the Board of Trustees have
Act.
The Committee has recom- approved a system of fines as
mended to the Secretary of Agri- follows:
culture several research projects
$1 for the first offense
which are to be financed with
$3 for the second offense
the regional research fund, of an
$5 for the third offense
eventual $5,000,000, provided by
Nonregistration privileges
the Act. The committee consists
for the fourth offense
of reprsentatives of the four maFailure to register a car will
jor agricultural regions of the
result in a fine of $5 and/or
country.
suspension
In addition to being a member
of the Committee of Nine, Mr.
4. Non-barracks students drivMcGinty is Chairman of the
Southern Experiment Station Di- ing each day from a distance,
rectors and a member of the Or- the war-maimed, and college emganization and Policy Commit- ployees should have parking
tee of the National Association of rights over those living in barTommy Tucker
racks or near the college.
Experiment Station Directors.
Addison B. Carwile, Agricultural Engineering senior of Abbeville, was elected president of
Tiger Brotherhood, local service
fraternity, at the scheduled meeting March 25. Also at the_ same
meeting, seven new studnet "members were tapped into the organization.
Other officers elected are H.
Graham Reynolds, Architectural
Engineering junior of Columbia,
vice-president; Earle E. Morris,
Arts and Sciences sophomore of
Pickens, ecretary; and David H.
Banks, Arts and Sciences junior
of St. Mathews, treasurer. These
officers will assume their duties
at the first meeting in April and
will serve for one year.
The seven new membres are F.
B. DeLoach, Textile Engineering
senior of Columbia; W. H. Moore,
Arts and Sciences sophomore of
Sandy Springs; James N. Young,
Agricultural Economics junior of
Florence; and Frank
Gillespie,
Electrical Engineering junior of
Tarns, W. Va.
Also Gilbert Hardee, Agricultural Economics junior of Loris;
J. R. Shepard, Architecture junior of Washington, D. C; and J.
A. Smith, Agriculture junior of
Mull ins.
The informal initiation of the
new "Cubs" will begin within the
next two weeks.

New Men Tapped
By ASCE Group

Johnston Backs
Vet-Income Bill

Registrar's Office
Gives Out Revised
Classification Data

Campaign For Safe
Driving Is Started

Equipment Added In
Textile Department

H. S. Ashmore Speaks
To Fellowship Club

B. S. U. Will Present
The Lord's Supper

New Parking, Traffic
Rules Are Announced

McGinty Elected To
Research Committee

Metz Releases
Information For
Summer Session
*■ Summer Sessions of 1947 will
be a one-term session opening
on June 18 and closing August
20. The term, which is to be
nine weeks in length, is open to
all students that desire to enter.
Any student may ;take the
equivalent of half the load of a
regular semester and may take
from the minimum of six credits
to the maximum of thirteen
credits according to the individual's grade point ratio.
No reservation deposit is required for the summer semester,
but every student must give the
catalog number, title, and credit
hours of each course that he intends to take. From this list of
courses the Registrar will: make
a final report of the courses that
will be offered.
Class advisers need not be con-*
suited in the filling out of this
primary course form as the final
schedule will be made from the
list of courses that will be released sometime near May 1.
Information concerning expenses and military courses is not
yet available but will be' announced as soon as possible.

$20,000 Fund Is
Given Clemson
Establishment of the $20,000
Dr. Wade Stackhouse Loan Fund
at Clemson has been announced
by Dr. R. F. Poole, Trustee of
the Fund.
The endowment is a gift from
Dr. Wade ■ Stackhouse of Dillon,
whose father, the late Mr. Hugh
Milton Stackhouse, was a trustee
of Clerrison. Mr. Hugh Stackhouse
served Clemson for
twenty-six
years as head of the Fertilizer
Inspection and Analysis Department.
"It is my desire", Dr. Stackhouse said, "to see more Clemson
men win national recognitions,
and I hope my donation may induce people of wealth to give
Clemson College more money for
specialized training."
The fund is designed to furnish
assistance through loans to ambitious Clemson graduates who
give promise of becoming leaders
in research. Trustees of the fund
are Dr. R. F. Poole, president of
the college; Dr. H. P. Cooper,
dean of the School of Agriculture;
and J P. LaMaster, head of the
Dairy Department.

Shepard, Immershein, Smith
Named To Edit 1947-48 Taps
Thomas, Lewis
Get Other Posts
On Annual Staff

SHEPARD

IMMERSHEIN

SMITH

Students And Professors Are
Tapped By Textile Fraternity
Iota chapter of Phi Psi, national honorary textile "raternity, has announced the acceptance of seventeen new student
members and two honorary faculty members.
The new student members tare
Richard C. Hendrix,
Louis P.
Batson, Jr., C. H. Glenn, Greenville; Roy H France, Lewis W.
Thompson, and J G Ferrell,
Jr., Spartanburg; Robert P Wilson, Chesterfield; Ernest Blakely, Jr.,Ab beville; Harry M. MilSix new members have been ler, Chester;
Robert H. King,
taken into the Clemson Callege Lancaster; Frederick E. Glenn,
Executive Sergeants Club,
ac- Greer; Woodford S. Quinn, Pelcording to David H. Banks, pre- zer;
Augustine E. Punaro, N.
sident of that organization.
Augusta.
The "Zebras" who completed
Also
James H. Walker, Jr.,
their initiation March 24 are J
B. Anfierson, textile ^^gl^^V^^^^^
junior of Fairforest, J. A. Rich bert T. Turner, Forest Virginia
bourg, civil engineering sopho- John W. Kimman, Jr., Fredericksmore of Summerton; J. L. Lucas, burg, Virginia. The honorary factextile manufacturing sophomore ulty members are Professors
of Lancaster; W. L. Walton, me- William E. Tarrant and T. A.
chanical engineering sophomore Hendricks.
Chartered here in 1927, Phi Psi
of Ellenton; G. S. Pardue, mechanical engineering sophomore of was the first Greek letter fraAiken; and R. W. Kay, agronomy ternity at Clemson. It bases its
membership selection on schojunior of Easley.
and
This group is made up of sup- lastic standing, character,
activity.
ply sergeants and sergeants of the general interest and
Grade point ratio requirements
first grade.
are 4.25 for second semester senniors and 5.5 for first semester
juniors. Each spring one sophomore is
invited to join
the
fraternity, and his grade point ratio must be at least 6.00.
Present officers of the fraterniEight new members were initi- ty are: E. T. Mcllwain, president;
ated into Beta Sigma Chi at the W. D Clark, Vice-president; J.
weekly meeting held last Mon- R.
Clark, secretary-treasurer;
day night.
This fraternity is and W. E. Broadwell, junkw warcomposed of students who live in den.
Charleston or the vicnity.
Juniors initiated were: S. C.
Brown, mechanical engineering
of Charleston, and H. F. Rivers,
mechanical engineering of Johns
Island. Sophomores were E. M.
Seabrook, civil
engineering of
Mount Pleasant;
M. W. Hills,
agriculture of Johns Island; W.
The War Department will reR. Zerbst, electrical engineering
of Charleston; and Leon K. Wolfe, ceive letters of applications for
mechanical engineering of Char- Regular Army commissions
leston; and freshman were H. S. through April 15, 1947, from vetJenkins, agriculture of Wadma- erans who left the service in
law Island, and J. F. Calder, hor- order to complete their education.
ticulture of James Island.
Veterans who were formerly
commissioned officers may apply
for appointments in the Infantry,
Quartermaster Corps, Signal
Corps, and other branches. Students who will receive college
degrees before July 15. 1947, and
—♦—
are otherwise qualified under the
"Open the Door, Richard," a provisions of War Department
play in one act by Harold F. Lan- Circular 289, 1946, are also eligdrith, arts and sciences sophomor* ible to apply.
of Seneca, was presented by the
Roving screening centers will
Calhoun Forensic Society on visit colleges or universities havThursday night, March 27, in the ing the greatest number of appliCollege Chapel.
The play, based on the song of cants on dates to be announced
the same name, was in the form later. Persons from other educaof a mock trial held to determine tional institutions in the general
the guilt or innocence of Mose geographical area of the screenBrown, the man who wanted in, ing center will be informed of
on a charge of disturbing
the its location and its operation
peace.
dates. Sufficient time will be alLandrith, who writes "Not That
It Matters" for The Tiger, has lowed to permit the applicants to
written several other humorous arrange their work in advance
works.
for screening processing.

the Greater National Capital
Committee of the Board of Trade,
has been proposed as Director of
the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States to represent the
Third Election District in the 1947
elections.
Mr. Morris' petition for nomination, ■ filed by the
Board of
Trade, has thus far been endorsed by presidents of many national and local civic organizations.
Reuel W. Elton, president of
the Washington Trade Association Executives and several of his
associates have volunteered their
endorsement of Mr. Morris in a
letter sent to members of that
organization and to the American
Trade
Association
Executives
group.

Davidson Riflemen
Beat Clemson Team
In
a
shoulder-to-shoulder
match held at Clemson on Friday
night March 22, the ROTC rifle
team of Davidson College defeated Clemson's ROTC rifle team by
a margin of 52 points. Shooting to
the front early in the match,
Davidson was able to pile up a
total score of 880 points against
Clemson's 828.
Members of the Clemson team
in order of their score for the
match are F. M. Gunby, J. J.
Cornette, G. J Harris,
J. H.
Pressley, C. G. Allen, R. S. Davis,
J. R Shepard, J. F, Cox, B W
Mitchum, and H. N. Black. High
score man for Davidson was C.
M. Coffey.

Former Officers May
Apply For Commission

Forensic Society Play
Presented In Chapel

Dance Series April 25, 26

Tommy Tucker Will Play For Annual Taps Ball
Tommy Tucker and his orchestra will play here on April 25 and
26 for the Taps Ball, one of the
annual dances presented by the
C. D. A. This series is given in
honor of the Taps taff, and the
senior, staff members will have
sponsors.
The band appears here after
engagements at the Hotels' New
Yorker and Astor in New York,
the Paladium in Hollywood, the
Pot O' Gold Radio Show, and
the Roxy Theatre in New York.
Admission will be $3.25 for the
semi-formal dance Friday night
and $3.60 for the informal Saturday night. Block tickets for the
series will sell fen? $6.30.
One of the feautre attractions
of the band is the Two-Timers
quartet, four
songstresses who
present music in their own. sweet
and swings manner.
Other outstanding members of

Kay Named New
Scabbard and
Blade Captain

Executive Sgts,
Take In "Zebras

Former Clemson Man
Proposed for Position Eight Are Initiated
Edgar Morris, former Clemson
student and prestnt chairmas of Into Beta Sigma Chi

the orchestra are Don Brown, ro
ma tic baritone; Kerwin Somer
ville, novelty singer; Bud Kimker,
"a guy and his drums;" and Billy
Dee, saxophonist.
About the first of the month,
tickets wil go on sale on the campus, at the Teen-Age
Record
ShoD in Anderson and at Mary's
Record Shop in Greenville.
The C. D. A. has anonunced
that the members of that organization wil not present their dates
with corsages at this dance and
President Bob Potter has expressed the hopes that other students
will follow th C. D. A.'s example.
(This is a correction of an item
in the last issue of The Tiger
which stated that CDA members
would not give corsages for the
rest of the year. However, they
will not give them for the remainder of the dances if the student reaction is favorable to the
plan.)

'Spring Fever" Tonic
If "spring fever* is catching up with yon, you can do
something about it by drawing athletic equipment from
room 114 between the hours
of 2 and 6 p.m. and 6:30 and
8:30 p. m. daily and from 2 to
5:30 p. m. on Sundays. Footballs,
basketballs,
volleyballs, and nets, softballs, bats,
and horseshoes are available.
All equipment must be retruned on the day borrowed.

BULLETIN

/

Francis DeLoach, president
of Chi Sigma Chi, formerly
the Columbia-Clemson Club,
has announced that a meeting will b eheld Thursday
April 10 for the election of
new members and officers.

J. R. Shepard, architecture junior of Washington, D. C,
has
been appointed editor of
the
1947-48 Taps, according to John
Calif retiring associate editor. To
serve as associate editor, R. E.
Immershein, .mechanical engineering junior of Woodmere, N.
Y. was appointed also.
The new managing editor will
be J. A. Smith, animal husbandry
junior of Mullins. W. M. Thomas
arts and science junior of Greenville, was named business manager. Taking overf the duties of
literary editor will
be J. O.
Lewis, chemistry junior of Marion.
Other appointments made by
the outgoing senior staff were: P.
S. Shealy, mechanical engineering sophomore of Batesburg, advertising manager; D. S. May,
electrical engineering sophomore
of Calhoun Falls, feature editor;
and R. A. Gettys, mechanical engineering sophomore of Rock Hill,
photo editor.

—■»—

THOMAS

Portrait of Major
Martin Is Presented
S. C. Masonic Lodge
Major S. M. Martin, professor
of mathematics, was
recently
honored by the presentation of
his portrait to the Grand Lodge
of South Carolina. The portrait,
given by the
Clemson Mason
Lodge Number 254, was formally
presented at the annual meeting
of the Grand Lodge in Columbia.
During his fifty years of service" as a Mason, Professor Martin has held various important
positions in that organization. He
is a past master of ■ the Clemson
lodge, and has been secretary of
this lodge for the last twenty
years. In the years 1939-41, the
Major was Grand Master of the
Grand Lodge of South Carolina.
The professor helped to organize the local lodge in 1902, and
opened the first Masonic Center
for Servicemen in Columbia. In
addition, he set a record as Grand
Master by dedicating, a monument, consecrating three ledges,
and laying eleven' cornerstones
over a period of two years.
Major Martin has served Clemson in the mathematics department for nearly the entire period
since his graduation from The
Citadel in 1896.

Operation of New
Transmitter to Begin
A transmitter-receiver has been
installed in the basement of the
sixth barracks for use
of the
Amateur Radio Club. The set will
use W4KNR as its call letters
when it goes into operation next
week.
J. C. Martin, electrical engineering senior of Orangeburg, designed and built this one-kilowatt
set. All parts used in the contraction of the outfit are war surplus materials, which were donated by the Electrical Engineering Department.
The unit will be available, at
the direction of the club, to anyone in case of personal emergency. The set has been in the
process of construction for four
months.
Members of the club are being
instructed in radio theory and
code. This will assist them in obtaining licenses.

Religious Meeting To
Be Held In Chapel
♦—

A joint meeting of
religious
groups will be held in the college
chapel, Wednesday, April 9 at 7
p. m., under the sponsorship of
the Hillel-Bradies Club. Mr.
George F. Harrison of Atlanta,
an outstanding member of the
National Bnai Brith, will be the
main speaker and Dr. Crouch will
preside.
All members of the faculty,
students, and residents of the
surrounding area are invited by
the Hillel Club, to attend this
joint meeting.

Harold Kay, agronomy senior
of Easley, was elected captain of
the Scabbard and Blade national
honor military society, at a re- cent meeting.
'A
Other officers elected were B.
E. Lytle, mechanical engineering
senior of Fort Mill, first lieutenant; J. M. Ervin, pre-medicine
senior of Darlington, second lieutenant; and J. E. Reese, arts and
science senior of Columbia, first
sergeant.
Tenative plans were also made
for the erection of information
booths, a project which was conducted by members of the Scabbard and Blade before the war.

Atom Lecture Series
Begun In Greenville
First in a series of five programs on atomic education is to
be held in Greenville March 31
■under sponsorship of the Clemson
College Conference on Atomic
Education.
Other programs to
follow will be held in Columbia,
Hartsville, Charleston, and Spartanburg.
These lectures are being conducted by the Clemson organization in cooperation with the
Southern Regional Council of the
Association of Scientists for Atomic Education. Their purpose is
to acquaint the South Carolina
public with data, facts, and problems concerning atomic fission.
The Clemson Atomic Education
Committee is composed of Dr. R.
F. Poole, ex officio; Dr. D. C.
Sheldon, chairman; Mrs. L. R.
Booker; Dr. H. M. Brown; Dr.
L. D. Huff; Dr. J. H. Sams; and
Dr. J. E. Ward.

Future Farmers Elect
Lowder President
—♦—

H. M. Lowder, agricultural education senior of Turbeville, was
elected president of the Clemson
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America at an election held
March 18. Other officers elected
were R. L. Allison, vice-president; J. W. Gladden, secretary;
M. M. Smith, treasurer; R. C.
Truitt, reporter; H. W. Rankin,
watch dog; and R. L. Grigsby, J.
R. Linlsey, and A. L. Smoak;
advisers.
The F. F. A. is a national agricultural organization, and the
Clemson chapter consists of juniors and seniors enrolled in the
school of vocational agricultural
education.
The purpose of this chapter is
to familiarize the future agricultural teachers with future farm
work carried out in the local
high school throughout the country.

By Their
Wo r ds
"I better not tell that one; it
might get me another nicknams."
Prof. "P-Doggie" Rhyne
• • a

"Don't coast, men; when you
do, you are going down hill."
Capt. Huerners
• .* *
"Let's not bring personalities
into it, please."
Prof. "Blue-Eyes" Webb
• * *
"Professor, do. you get any
credit if you work it but don't
don't put the answer down?"
William Chapman
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Founded by the Class of 1907 and published bi-weekly during
the school year by the Students of Clemson College.

NOT THAT
IT
MATTERS
Do you have a hard time refusing anybody anything, Is it hard
at times to say "no", when you
mean "yes", or "yes" when you
mean "no"? Worry no more about
it. Joe College, the only eighth
semester freshman at Clemson,
has found the perfect answer to
every question.—(Well that is,
except to Prof. Barr's Physic
tests.) Here are some classic examples of his madness:
You meet Watson (You know
whom I mean—Barrymore Watson, the actor, who has had years
of experience on the Clemson
stage) and invite him for a coke.
You order the cokes and wander
about Martin's for as minute or
two. You rush back to pay for
them—but no! Watson has just
giv,en the man the twelve cents
and he wouldn't think of your
paying him!
John C. is rushing down the
street. You can tell by the look
in his eye he is having a nicotine fit. He already owes you a
carton of cigarettes now. What
can you do? It is too late to
turn into a side stree. So—drop
a book or stoop to tie your shoe.
He walks right passed you and
bums his lowly cigarette from
the next sucker.
You meet Brown during classes.
Brown: Gee, Tom, I'm glad to
see YOU. How about lending me
five 'til Monday?
You: What a coincidence! I was
just going to ask the same favor
of you.
The unsuspected rushes into
your cozy boudoir: "Got change
•for a buck?"
"No,'' you reply, digging into
your pockets, "I have only seventy-five cents."
"Well, I'll borrow two bits from
you and give this dollar back to
Jones. O. K..
O. K. or not, your money is gone
and nine times out of ten he didn't have a buck in the beginning.
Smoothest
A veteran dressing for a hot
date is something to see.
He
rushes about like a fool in a fit,
whizzing to the shower, returning for his soap, cutting himself
in his haste (note: For the ones
who have not had Prof. Ware's
"Frogology," "haste" is not part
of the Anabony.), and bleeding
like a struck pig. After twenty
minutes of fuddling, he is ready
to dress.
"What shall I wear!
I can't
wear my tweed suit; I wore that.,
last week. I must have worn my
blue suit Sunday. I can't wear
that again." Then he goes through/
his old lady's clothes. "Oh, my
ghost" he groans. "How could he
wear his brown coat- when he
knows I need it; I'll wear my
green tie—Yipe! That thing looks
like a shoe string". Down the
hall he goes, borrowing, snatching, and trying on ties for size.
(I thought a tie was the one article that everybody had.) He's
ready at last and only an hour
late!
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that he (Oscar) understands
things are mighty quiet in the
that Edais Freeman and A. J. mountains on these week ends.
Rigby used to be in the same If you dont believe it ask Earl
For the pas. few months much cia^s and the he (Oscar) just Morris.
Oscar Says
has been said in the columns of can't understand the reason but
the Tiger in regard to the traf- knows tnere must be a reason.
that
with
all the good looking
■
Oscar Says
:
fic conditions in that area of the
college girls in the various
he
(Oscar)
wonders
if
Mighty
town immediately adjoining the
churches and the Y had on the
post office. In many instances the Smith has a girl here on the campus recently that he (Oscar)
$2.00
Subscription Rate
inference has been tha. the town campus. There must. be some at- was certainly surprised to see
Editor
H. Graham Reynolds
officials have not been diligent traction to cause him to spend some of them without a date.
Co-Editor
Tally S. Fox
in taking cognizance of this situ- so many week ends here at Don't you fellows like girls any
ation. Many of these statements oiemson.
_ Sports Editor
Robert C. Bradley
more or are you dodging Oscar.
—Oscar Sayshave indicated a lack of app:eci_ News Editor
Edwin H. Rhyne _
■
Oscar Says
ation
of
the
facts
involved.
With
Feature Editor
he (Oscar) would like to get
William Kennerty
now that Pace and Witherspoon
the hope that some of these points some real dirt on some of the
Associate News Editor
John O. Lewis
might be clarified the town of- forgotten angels who go out for are back on the campus he (OsAssistant News Editor
William H. Moore
ficials have asked that I write those lost week ends every week. car) wonders how things appear
Associate Feature Editor
Alfred Robinson _.
to them—especially as
vets
■
Oscar says
you this' letter.
. Associate Sports Editor
Leonard Reynolds
where they have a free run on
that
Will
Kinard
is
trying
to
Sports Writer
C. W. McGrew
As you undoubtedly know the pretend he doesn't know anything hours and other things.
highway represents the bounda y about Blume but he (Oscar)
Oscar Says
.
Business Manager
John E. Thomas
between college property and the knows all about that house party
Advertising Manager
Robert Burns —
Bill
Austin
should
go
ahead
town from the Seneca River to that Kinard went on.
Circulation Manager
Frank Gorman _
and date that Blonde from Walthe Sloan' property which includ■
Oscar Says
halla—double dating will get him
Photographer
Robert A. Gettys
es the much talked of hot-dog
that a really cute romance is nowhere.
By TALLY S. FOX
Cartoonist
R. W. Nicholson
stand. From the hot-dog stand Bob Wiggins and Audrey and
-Oscar Says' the town line drops back to a furthermore Bob is even willing
I. E. Abrams, H. T. Arthur, George Asnip, Phelps Bultman, Tom
that
"Fluffo"
Adair knows
point
near
the
shoe
shop
then
Collings, Joe Clancy, E. W. Daniel, Dan Lyon, Leonard Magruder,
to stand and fight for her.
when to "Duck" and when not
up the hill. Thus the highway and
Oscar Says
Jim Moore, F. K. Norris, Bud Olsen, Bob Rayle, C. N. Still, Doug
too. Maybe that's why he's been
FOR IMPROVING STUDENT LIFE
the so called traffic hazzard are
Taylor, G. R Timmerman, Jim Turner
Reporters
one would judge from John
not a part of the town of Clem- Lewis that he is a very indespens- staying away from the "Zoo"
lately.
N. C. Brackett, L. B. LeFevre, D. R. Parish, C. H. Fresher, S. E.
' Officers of the freshman class deserve commendation for son and is the responsibility of
lble man but to him (Oscar) the
McGregor Circulation Assistants
.
Oscar Says
their recent action in considering a class project, something the Highway Department. How- only difference between Lewis
Assistant Business Manager
William Mitchell
that Birch, the magician, can
ever, the town did take cogniz- and Pate is that Lewis is subtle.
that
will
provide
entertainment
or
otherwise
benefit
the
stu. Assistant Advertising Mgr.
B. G. Woodham
ance of this condition sometime
make a pony vanish into thin air
Oscar Saysdent body.
Assistant Photographer
R. P. Finney
ago and asked the Highway Dethat it seems as if Mack Earn- —but if he could do the same
We
believe
that
the
inauguration
of
similar
programs
by
Faculty Adviser
thing with women, he should
partment to study this section
John D. Lane ^
every student organization would result in an improved stu- and to take such remedial steps hardt is losing out with Mildred contact Lex Sutherland and reCirculation Adviser
Ben E. Goodale
lately. Could it be that certain
move a couple of women from
The taxi driver, Mack?
dent life. Talents, which have heretofore been "hidden under as their studies justified.
his life.
a bushel," would find an outlet for expression, the existance town in asking for such a study
was interested primarily in the
of the many student groups would be justified.
traffic conditions. We feel as if
there are many other sections of
Accomplishments Small
In discussing the matter of at- our community which need imWe are glad to see that the YMCA is attempting to put
The past two months of this tendance with.some of the faculty provements from a beautification
their building fund to immediate use. Our Y has accumulated
members, we found it to be the
semester have seen little contrib rule that a student who is neg- standpoint and that we cannot
$65,000 from profits and contributions,' to which the Board
as accusing finger at only
uting activity from the majority legent in meeting his classes is point
of Trustees had added $25,000. According to a report from
one section.
of student organizations. Progress usually one of the low rungs on
the Building Committee, $225,000 is needed to carry out a
On October 25, the transport
and accomplishments have been the scholastic ladder. Naturally,
program which will include a new theater-auditorium and
there are exceptions.
and Statistics Engineer of the
retarded
and
almost
nullified
by
student union facilities.
After missing an equivalent of Highway Department, Mr, Crawprocrastination and lack of interThe Tiger favors using the accumulated funds NOW,
two weeks work in a subject, son, made his report, and for
est. If honor comes to a unit of the upperclassmen is sent a your information we quote, in
because the need is urgent. In several years it might be pospart, his report:
persons, it comes through its warning letter.
sible to get more construction work for the same amount of
V. S. Route 76
leaders. Likewise, failure in purmoney, but the need will not be as great at that time as it
"1. You are hereby warned
"Parking in the section at the WHAT, IN YOUR OPINION, IS OUR GREATEST STUpose
is
attributed
to
those
who
is at present. Let's not deny ourselves of the necessities bethai? your class attendance in
the post office and stores is uncause of the high cost of living.
— is generally unsatisfactory.
lead.
DENT PROBLEM?
regulated and disorderly except
"3. Please be advised that
On numerous occasions the
in
a
small
off-street
parking
lot
Buddy
Craig
1,
Eastover:
We
unle. ° remedial action is
D. L. Craig, 2, Greenville: Oor
on the college property in front need a dramatics club, in order
Tiger has trotted out headtaken by you in this case,
of the post office. In my opinion that we cadets can know some greatest problem here at Clemyou will be required to withlines to banner write-ups of
the congestion and hazard, if any, way of expressing ourselves other son is the lack of some form of
Several February graduates received their diplomas withdraw from college."
elections held by various
are due more to this cause than than by "Yes, Sir," "No, Sir," a dramatics club for all students.
out ever having learned the Alma Mater. As freshmen, these
groups. Seldom has the opH. T. Arthur, l, Bristol, TennWe feel that this, apparently to the lack of any controls such and "No excuse, Sir."
portunity presented itself to
men were never required to do anything but answer their
the basis of the misunderstand- as reduced speed limts or stop
James Hickerson, 2, Greens- essee: Yes, I do.
stream
the
front
page
with
and go signals, and no signals boro, N. C: No girls!
names in class.
ing, wararnts clarafication.
J. A. Smitn, 3, Mullins: Coopan account of the activity of
are recommended. This section is
eration.
Men who entered this school as cadets have all been subClarence
DuBose,
Ellton:
No
Does
this
mean
that
the
stusome organization.
now posted for speed limits of
C. S. Aimer, 2, Beaufort:
A
jected to a special treatment as freshmen, and consequently.
dent will be requested to leave 25 miles per hour for automobiles women!
At
present,
the
scholastic
pace
college
if
he
takes
one,
two,
three,
when they become upperclassmen, they have a feeling of
L. K. Crosland, Bennetsville; cooperative book store.
and 20 miles per hour for trucks.
is by far too fast for students to or any specific number of addiW. A. Marscher, 1, Beaufordt:
volumes are obviously far Getting up for reveille.
pride for their station.—and their school. Why should this
waste their time by attending tional cuts in the subject concern- Traffic
below the minimum standards for
Bob Ponder, 2, Williston: . Tne The book situation.
be true only of cadets?
meetings, airing their ideas, and ed? This cannot be answered def- fixed time stop and go signals.
N. E. Waddell, 2, Aiken: Final
great need of women .in this
If freshman treatment is unwise, then it would not be used
making glamorous plans for the initely. As yet, it has not been
area.
exams, and cadet officers.
distant future without actually necessary to formulate any proas universally as it is. If class distinction were not enforced
It is recommended that parkT. D. Ackerson, 1, North CharlRoy Graham, 2, Seneca: Need
effecting some good.
cedure to be used in such cases.
ing on the south side of the street
by almost every college—then Clemson would have no
of more competent First Serge- eston: Reveille.
be
prohibited,
and
a
bus
stop
proWe believe that it is the stuants.
grounds for using it.
Example
B. P. Barber, 1, Columbia-Bowdent's personal responsibility to vided between the post office
Many veterans who have enrolled as freshmen have never
W. R. Alexander, Jr., 2, Bish- man Field needs leveling off.
walk
and
the
rear
entrance
drive
To point out one specific ex- plan his future course of action
I think we need more achad Clemson tradition impressed upon them.
Through no
R. R. Hirshberg, 1, Sumter: Satample of the groups under criti- rather than for him to depend to the post office. Standard signs opviile:
fault of their own, these "new-boys" have become upperclasscism, we may consider our class on any concrete rule for guid- and pavement markings should tivities that bring the students urday inspection.
be provided for the bus stop and together. It might make Clemson
D. A. Kennedy, 4, Orangeburg:
officers. Their positions have be- ance.
men without knowing that there is any such thing as class
no parking area. It is further seem a little more like college.
How to study.
come
honorary.
Their
activity
distinction.
To Learning
recommended that angle parking
E. T. Broadwell, Jr., 3, Sumter:
has been slight.
L. M. Haigler, 2, Cameron:
The Tiger does not advocate anything like veteran "rat
He Is Wearing:
stalls be marked on the north We in the ROTC need as much What we don't get to eat.
Last
summer,
when
the
Board
service", but we do favor a system such as has been instituted
TJie
senior
class
officials
side
of
the
street
where
the
time
to
study
as
the
vets
have.
A brown coat—not his own
of Deans and Directors adopted shoulder treatment will permit.
O. L. Stakes, 2, Manning; Lack
supervise junior class elecin other state Universities. Wearing a freshman cap, and
J. M. Parker, 2, Charleston: The of women.
A white shirt—not his own nor
the present class cut system, they
tions;
junior
officials,
sophoAlso,
it
is
recommended
that
the
constant conflict between grades
being required to learn the Alma Mater should be enforced his old lady's.
stiffened the scholastic requiremore elections. This limited
M. H. Baker, 2, Mullins: Satments at the same time. This Department paint a cross walk and knowledge.
by the veteran upperclassmen.
A gray overcoat—not his own
responsibility continues down
urday classes after cleaning up
across
the
highway
at
the
main
placed
more
responsibility
on
the
H.
F.
Weed,
Jr.,
2,
Irmo:
The
Who should accept the responsibility of seeing that next nor his old lady's nor his old
on Friday.
the line until the freshman
student. The emphasis shifted walkway to the post office.'
ROTC students need more time
catagory is reached.
Here
year's "new-boys" are properly indoctrinated?
The Tiger lady's friend. (It must belong to
A. W. Potter, l, Tampa, Fla:.
from class attendance to learnIn compliance with this report to study and a little more con- Greater recreational facilities for
the newly elected frosh ofthinks that the rising senior class should make the decisions. Rosenberg. He is the only senior
ing.
sideration.
this
section
of
the
highway
has
who wears size 54.)
ficers find his duties almost
all.
However, the plan should be made now. If the ground-work
been marked and proper signs
J. E. Millsap, 2, Gable; UniIn view of this fact, we
A blue tie with red spots—
nil.
Cw R. Hodge, 2, Alcolu-Lack of
is laid at present—initiating the program will follow as a (where did he ever get a thing
erected.
However, there is a forms and temperance.
feel that the wisest policy
cooperation between students and
Now, this is not entirely the
tendency for many of our local
that can be pursued by stumatter of course. If we fail to indoctrinate the next freshman like that!) Oh! he sees now. It
W. C. Barker, 1, Walhalla: I teachers.
people to disregard these mark- think we need a student council
dents receiving one of these
is a red tie with blood or lip- fault of the present officers.
class—We are NEGLECTING OUR DUTY.
Their predecessors did nothing,
J. K. Addinon, 3, Cottageville:
ings, and we are therefore re- very badly.
warning letters is to "get on
stick.
too. It is only natural that they
Lack of cooperation and lack of
questing that the highway patrolthe ball," begin meeting the
B. G. Woodham, 1, Nashville,
Shoes—-(He won't reveal the follow the example set forth by
man spend more of his time in
class more regularly, and forschool spirit.
owner, not with shoes at twelve those who preceeded them. The
this section to enforce these reg- Tenn.: Lack of a student union.
get about leaving school at a
W. L. Gailland, 3, Williamston:
dollars a pair). The rest of his continuation of this "do-nothing"
R. O. Watson, 2, Blaney:
I
ulations. We believe that" these
premature date.
We have within our midst a small number of students clothes are his own or else there
criteria can not, however, be
actions with the cooperation of think we need a dramatics club For R. O. T. C; lack of time to
who seem to care little for college spirit, tradition, morals are no more. Who says a veteran justified.
Ruled Out
study.
the people of the community will for all who are interested.
or reputation. This troublesome minority has the habit of doesn't need more money?
greatly improve our traffic conAnother
point
of
confusion,
Set
Precedence
Stop by the next morning and
"working overtime" at the destruction of college property,
the father of a 7 1-2 pound boy
harbored in the minds of many ditions in the post office area.
watch the unhappy owners pulland general degradation of the school name.
An ex-Tiger editor who has
Our
proposal
is
that
these
natstudents,
and some professors, is
ing their clothes from behind the
J.
D.
WILLIS,
been making good is George
If the majority allows this rowdy minority to create a trunk or from the bed. Romeo ural leaders set a precedence oy the concept of the old one-fourth
Town Clerk
Chaplin, Textile Chemistry gradbad impression in the mind of the general' public—and doe's surely was rough on those clothes actually working out some pro- or four-week rule. We found that
the idea of missing one-fourth
uate of 1935.
Mr. Chaplin^ is
and that behind-the-trunk press gram worthy of their sponsorship. of
nothing about it—the majority is at fault.
the classes in any
subject April 3
The freshman class is wonderformer editor of the Greenville
did
not
help
them
any.
The Tiger feels that student action is necessary to cope
Piedmont and during the war was
ing if the sponsorship of a danc- would result in an automatic drop
Easter Holidays begin at 1 p.
with a problem of this sort. We recommend that the Senior Among The Corps (e)
editor of the Midpacifican. While
ing school would be within the of an upperclassman from the m.
course to be erroneous. No such
working on the Piedmont. Mr.
Meeting of the Clemson College
Council take proper steps to prosecute the offenders. Any
"Shall I wear my brown suit, scope of their extra-curricular] rule appears in the present reguOne
of
Clemson's
star
football
Woman's Club in YMCA, 4 p. m. players of yesteryear, Frank Chaplin won the Neiman Fellowstudent who has no sense of college responsibility, and who or my brown suit to the "Zoo" functions. Is it? Since nothing lations. .
ship at Harvard. Since the war
similiar has been attempted preApril 4
(Boo) Armstrong, class of 1920 he has been managing editor of
cannot behave as a GENTLEMAN—should be forced to with- tonight," you inquire. "Don't be viously by a freshman class, it
Freshmen
a
dope",
your
ole'
lady
replies,
Good
Friday
Services
sponsoris
now
District
Engineer
for
the
draw from school.
the Courier-Post and Record of
"wear your nice brown uniform." cannot be answered until the
ed by the churches of the campus State Highway Dept . . . W. D. New
Jersey . . . Grady Fincher,
Freshmen, too, seem to be hav- at
1
"My buttons!
Look at them results are viewed.
the
Episcopal
Church
from
12
Crapps
,
Agricultural
Economics
ing their troubles with the rules noon to 3 p. m
vocational agricultural engineerWhere is that freshman new boy?
'47
has
been
appointed
Assistant
We believe that the test
and regulations. Often they coning junior from Lynchburg, was
Oh, let me have yours, or do you
Supper in the Mess Hall for County Agent for Dorchester recently married to Edna Virshould be, not a question of
fuse their academic classifiation
call
those
black
things
buttons?"
Vocational
Teachers,
F.
F.
A.
and
County and is located at St. ginia Webb of Belton . . . Profesthe scape of functions, but
with their residence status.
For the past se\*sral weeks, the President has done much
You start off with a Pershing
George . . . Now in charge of sor James F. Sutton,' mechanical
rather that of whether or not
Class attendance is based on their fathers, 7 p. m.
toward obtaining student opinion on issues involving the Rifle cord over your shoulder.
the Industrial Arts Section of
the results will prove benethe academic clasification.
The April 7
engineering '44, wast married to
student body. By allowing the addition of student members (It's not yours, but Flossie will
ficial to the students.
freshman, regardless of how
Baseball game, Wofford at the Greensboro High School is Miss Edna Cannon at the Holy
to the Welfare Committee, he has greatly strengthened the never know the difference). You
Charles
Bates,
class
of
1937
.
.
.
many
semesters
he
has
attended
For similiar programs to be college, is allowed only one un- Clemson, 3 p. m..
have on your chest from left to
bond between Administration and Students.
Meeting of Sage Club at YM- J. S. Earheart, class of 1940 is Trinity Episcopal Church oi
successful, full cooperation of uthorized class absence in each CA,
right in five rows:
now studying law at Georgetown Clemson . . .
7 p. m.
The Tiger, however, feels that many more of the Presievery affected person shall be course.
University . . .
Tom's
Honor
Ribbon
(Your
raEaster
Holidays
end,
10
p.
m
dential committees should include campus representatives.
essential. The failure of a few
Scholastic standards are based April 8
Jimmy Lever, civil engineering
tio is .005)
individuals to carry out their on length of time spent in colWe believe that issues involving students can be better solved
graduate of 1941 is now in Washpart
could
well
spell
defeat
and
Bill's
"A"
on
Physics
ribbon
Baseball
game
Davidson
at
lege. A freshman who has been
if more campus leaders are called upon to participate in the
ington as secretary to Senator
(They're hard to find)
failure of the whole program. If at college for three semesters is Clemson, 3 p.m.
solution of these problems.
Olin Johnston . . . Lever is a
Clem's "A" on Rat Service pin. on the other hand, sufficient ef- required to pass twelve
Meeting of the Forum Club in past editor of the Tiger . . . Now
credit
True—all of the committees listed in the college catalog (Borrowed from a four semester fort is exerted by the existing hours.
the Physics Building, 7 p. m
visiting in the United States is
can, at their discretion, consult with or call upon students Freshman)
organizations
in
inaugerating
For further information conMeeting of the Tiger Brother- William E. Hines, Architecture
such plans, over-all improvement cerning the class attendance hood, Tiger Denj 8 p.m.
for aid. But The Tiger advocates a more harmonious solution
Joe's Sad Sack pin.
graduate of 1921. Mr. Hines has
of student life will be realized. regulations, students should conMeeting of Mu Beta Psi, 8:30 been working in the Foreign Y.—that of adding active student members to the various comsult the Class Attendance Offic- p. m.
With a salad bowl like that—
M. C. A. service and is located
mittees.
'
Misunderstanding
er or the Dean of their school.
you'd put McArthur to Ehame.
Newcomer's* Swimming ClubJ in Shanghai, China . . . Clarence
And Flossie, well she'll be floorApril
9
M Asbill, class of 1925 is associOnce again, lack of information
ed.
ated with the Textile Department
YMCA, 10 a. m.
has paved the way to misunderChurch night for campus at N. C. State in Raleigh, N.
standings within the student
A far sighted and ever expanding University of Florida
C. . . .
churches, 6:45 p. m.
body. Recent occurances have led
has reached right under our noses and snared Clemson's prosome students to believe that a
Joint Religious meeting of
Carol Hambright, class of 1942,
Baptist, Episcopal, Presbyterian, has been appointed director of
new ruling had been incorporated
gressive and energetic Publicity Director, Joe Sherman.
in the Class Attendance Regulaand Jewish clubs in Chapel, the Charlotte Y. M. C. A. camp
Eleven years ago, Joe, a Clemson graduate, stepped into
tions.
sponsored by the Hillel-Brandies for this summer and desires to
the job he is now leaving and built it from practically nothing
Club, 7 p. m.
We have investigated these rehave two Clemson men as counVeterans living outside of bar, ports, thoroughly, and we pass
to what it is today—one of the best in the south.
cilors this summer . . . Al Henry
April 10
April 1-5
who left Clemson last semester
Clemson will feel this loss as much as it has felt the loss racks are once again reminded our findings to the students.
Meeting
of
Veteran's
Executive
that they will not get their copyShort course in artificial inof the ten's of excellent instructors and department heads of The Tiger if we do not receive
Committee, Dairy Building, 7 p. is now registered in the School
The regulations have not
semination by Dairy Department m.
of Journalism at the University
who have seen fit to leave and better their positions in life. twenty five cents and Post Ofbeen changed. They remain
April 1
of Missouri. Al complains that
Meeting
of
Calhoun
Forensic
in effect as printed at the
The Tiger extends to Joe Sherman its "best of luck wish- fice bor number.
Meeting of Fellowship Club
Society, Textile Auditorium, 8:45 his schedule is so full that he
ginning
of
this
semester.
es" in his new job.
April
2
In an attempt to deliver the
can not take advantage of the
%,
Church night for campus P. m.
papers from door to door, we
co-ed system in force there . . .
The Commandant, acting in the
April
12
have encountered great difficul- capacity of Class Attendance Of- churches, 6:45 p. m.
W. C. (Runt) Herron, Botany
Demonstrations in Chapel
ty, and this practice will be stop- ficer, has sent out warning letters
South Carolina State Conven- graduate of 1917 is now with
the Armour Fertilizer Work with
The Tiger has been forced to deviate from its normal pro- ped immediately. The men who to students whose records show sponsored by General Electric tion, College Chapel, 7:30 p. m.
headquarters at Anderson . . .
April 13
cedure of publishing a complete April Fool edition. Due to have been delivering the papers that their class cuts are mount- Company, 7 P. M
Special Lord's Supper Service
done so without compensa- ing. After talking with him, we
. . News from Rio Hato,
Vesper Services, YMCA, 2:20
the shortage of newsprint, and abnormal printing difficulties, have
tion, and on their own time.
Republic of Panama . . . Former
and 6:10 p. m.
found that he has done this in Baptist Church, 7 p. m.
we have allocated the major portion of this issue to news.
Our purpose is to serve you— solely in tht interest of the stur April 3-5
South Carolina State Singing Clemson man Captain Benjamin
We feel that our readers would prefer news coverage rather but without your cooperation, you dent . . . "to build a fire under
Mee&ng of South Carolina Convention from 10 a. m. to 4 Hester of Ellenton, S. C, now "Has that darned Sophomore
than the usual full foolish publication.
will be overlooked
left yet?"
stationed in Panama, has become
p. m.
the mule."
Water Works Commission
The TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on
circulation, comment and general attitude of those who read THE
TIGER.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
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Football Tomorrow; Baseballers Down Wolf-pack
mm
SrX WEEKS OF EFFORT
Tomorrow afternoon Coach Frank Howard will split his
70 man football squad, and send them batting heads with
each other. This will give Howard and his associates a chance
to look over the standouts who will preform for the Tigers,
come September.
The intra-squad game tomorrow afternoon in the stadium
will be one of the highlights of the Block "C" dance weekend. The monogram wearers are sponsoring this game, and
will charge a .half greenback to go beyond the iron barrier.
For you who can't afford the half buck this late in the month,
there are some mighty nice sapplins just north of the field.
See you there.
Coach Bob Jones has practically the same end material
as last year. The only notable absence is Captain "Chip"
Clark who will exit via the converted sheepskin. Jones will
probably send "Hank" Walker and Luke Deanheardt in on
one team while Clint Dyer, Carson, "Rabbit" Thompson,
"Monty" Montone, Paulas, and Cook will be waiting eagerly
for. the nod to get in the tussle.
Line Coach Walter Cox has a host of linesmen vieing for
the guard and tackle positions. "Big Willie" Smith and "Bo"
Saunders will be watching the game from the side lines- this
season due to graduation.
However, Frank Gillespie, Bill
Hunter, Jim Sultis, "Chick" Gainer, Bob Turner will be in
there knocking helmets. Tom Salisberry and Ard, returnees
of the '42 and '43 teams have again donned the moleskins and
may get the nod for a starting berth.
Cary Cox and Ralph Curtis are the leading contenders
to fill the slot left vacant by Ralph Jenkins, four-season standout for the Bengals. However, Harland Townes, the Pickens
Phantom, is pushing Cox and Curtis for the pivot position.
All three gents push the scales at 200 or over.
* Coaches "Goat" McMillian and Russ Cohen are still looking for a speedy tailback to sta^t the Tigers back on their
way. Bobby Gage has patched up his bloody nose and will
probably get the starting post at tailback. Dick Hendley has
showu great promise at fullback in his ability to crack opposing lines wide open, and he may be Gage's running mate.
Hendley and Rod Brisindine will be the chief punters for
the coming season.
Other backfield men expected to see
plenty of action are "Hootchie" Morgan, Jim Whitmire, Jack
Miller, Billy Rogers, Bill "The Nose" Rogers, and Hal Leonard.
And there you have a preview of the 1947 Tigers. How
they will be able to hold up against such opposition as Boston
College, Duquesne, Georgia, and others remains to be seen,
but we hope that by the time the curtain comes down in
November, we will be way above the .500 mark.
ROUNDING THE BASES
At this writing, the Tigers had not taken tht field against
any baseball opposition, but by the time we're off the press,
three games will be under the belts of the 1947 edition of the
Clemson diamond squad. The games with N. C. State and
Duke should have been a good test for the Tigers against
Southern Conference opposition.
A couple of changes have been, made in the baseball schedule. Fort Jackson will play host to the Tigers in Columbia
on April 4th and 5th. Also the game with Erskine originally
scheduled for March 31st has been moved up to May 9th.
This was done at the request of the Erskine Athletic Director
due to the fact that the Erskine ne'tmen have a match scheduled with the Tiger tennis team here on May 9th. Kill two
events with one ride.
NINTH HOLE CHATTER
Clemson expects to have another championship golf team
this year. At the time of this writing Coach Bob Jones had
not selected his team that will represent the Bengals on the
links this season. However, around twenty men have been
taking their rounds on the Boscobel course getting into shape
for the qualifying elimination that takes place soon. A five
man team instead of the four carried last year is expected
to be on hand for the coming season.
Coach Jones has three men from last year shooting the
links for the team again. They are "Chip" Clark, Lee Pickens, and Bill McKenzsie. Quite a few new-comers will give
this trio a run for their money by the time tee off time rolls
around.
\

Smith Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville

HEYWARD MAH0N CO.

Wild And Windy
Contest Won By
Nine: Count 10-9

Coach Frank Howard will split
Clemson's grid Tigers into two
teams for an intrasquad clash tomorrow afternoon in Memorial
Stadium under the auspices
of the
Block "C" Club in
conenction
with
"Block
C"
week end. The game will give
the coaching staff and students
an inkling of the potency of the
1947 edition of football Tigers.
The game will begin at 3:00 p.
m. and an admission fee of fifty
cents will be charged.
The teams will be garbed in
Orange and Blue jerseys' respectively. If previous practice games
are an indication as to the widecome, the game will ue a -wideopen, free-scoring affair. Spring
football will be completed with
this game.
According to Coach Howard
spring football practice has been
successful and considerable progress has been achieved.
The
Tigers have shown that they will
be a vastly improved aggregation when the season opens in
September.
With several first
stringers returning and promising newcomers to bolster the
squad, Coach Howard hopes to
be set for the rugged schedule
carded which includes such powerhouse teams as Boston College,
Georgia, Auburn, and Duquesne.
Dick Hendley, Bobby Gage,
Hal Leonard, John Moorer,
"Hootchie" Morgan, and "Rod"
Brisindine are expected to return
from the 1946 team to form the
backfield nucleus. Linemen Frank
Gillespie, Carey Cox, Phil Prince,
"Chick" Gainer, Bill Hunter, and
Bob Turner will probably be on
hand in September.
Among the newcomers at Tigertown are Neil Montone, a big
and fast end, Bonneau Brodie,
fullback who has exhibited exceptional power in practice, End
John Paulus,, and Pettigrew, another promising fullback.
Probable starting lineups for
tomorrow's game are as follows:
Orange tm.
Pos.
Blue tm.
Paulus
le
Walker
Prince
It
Cagle
Hunter
Salisbury
lg
Cox, Carey
c
Curtis
Gillespie, F. rg
Dlavis
Gainer
rt
Turner
re
Montone
Deanhardt
bb
Moorer
Martin
Morgan
wb
Whitmire
Hendley
fb
Rogers, B.
tb
Gage
Leonard

Clemson opened their baseball
season with a victory over N. C.
State. Although the Tigers were
out hit six to nine, they bunched
their hits with the pitcher's
wildness, and took advantage of
several State errors to stay well
in the lead at all times. The final
count was 10-9.
The Terrors started the scoring
in the top half of the second when
they pushed across one digit. The
"Hinsonmen" banged right back
with five juicy tallies, and added
two more in the bottom half of
the fourth. The Tar Heels came
to life in the lucky seventh when
some solid pounding and a couple
of bases on balls produced four
runs. The Tigers not to be denied
came right back with three runs.
The visiting nine threw a scare
into the home fans in their last
turn at bat by scoring four runs.
The tieing run was on third
when Richkus sent a pop fly to
second base to end the game.
Joe Landrum was on the
chunking end for seven endings
when Joe' Hazel came into the
limelight and quelled - the State
rally.
Coach Hinson substituted freely trying to find a winning combination and in effort to pick
out his first string team.
The box score:
ClemsoV
AB ft H PO A
4 2 0 10
Coker, cf
2 0 0 4 2
McMakin, 2b
2 0 1
Fisher, 2b
5 0 0
Gillespie, ss
4 0 1
Quinn, rf
3 r I o o
Stroud, If
1 oooo
Castles, If
2 10 8 0
Pruitt, lb
2 0 0 2
Martin, lb
3 3 1'
Sherard, 3b
3 2 1
Cleveland, c
1 0 0
Hazel, Jas., c
Landrum, p
2 1 1
10 0 0 0
Hazel, Joe, p
35 10 6 27 10
Totals
AB R H PO A
N. C. State
Evans, cf
4 10 0 0
Gardner, 2b
3 0 2 10
Edwards, c
5 1 0 10 0
10 0
Craig, rf '
12 0
Fowler, If
Oichkus, ss
1 2 1
2 8 1
Staton, lb
1 0 1
Utley, 3b
Ramsey, p
10 0 1 4
Bailey, p
10 0 0 0
3 110 0
Johnson, p
Totals
40 9 9 24 7
Score by innings:
010 000 404
052 000 300

Tiger Netmen To
Open Season In
Greenville Today
—■•—

Clemson's tennis team will
journey to Greenville this afternoon to meet the Furman tennis
team in the first match of the
season for the Bengals.
Coach
Hoke Sloan has been working
hard for the past ten days rounding his team into shape after
having been plagued by bad
weather which prevented workouts.
The schedule at present includes 14 matches and will terminate
with the tournament in Clinton
May 15.
All three doubles teams have
made steady progress. The teams
include Judy and Bobo, Murray
and Walker, and Cook and Wannamaker. The singles men led by
Judy and Walker have been
showing consistent progress and
should provide stiff competition
to all opponents.
Interest in-%tennis has risen
sharply at Clemson with the announcement that construction on
16 to 24 new courts have begun.
Ground has already been broken
in preparation for the courts on
the hill above the football stadium.
Marion "Butch" Butler, former
Tiger grid star, has volunteered
his services as groundskeeper for
the courts and has been working

IPTAY Members Lovely Sponsor
Get First Choice Pleases Mittmen
Betty Louise Heyser, loveOn Grid Tickets ly Miss
University of Maryland co-ed,
In order to alleviate another
mix-up on football tickets that
occurred at last year's games, the
Clemson Athletic Council held a
meeting on March 8, and attempted to work out a better distribution tit football tickets for 1947.
Since IPTAY provides practically all of the athletic scholarships,
it was decided to give IPTAY
members first preference on football ducats.
Each IPTAY member who has
paid his 1947 dues may purchase
four tickets to the
ClemsonSouth Carolina game and four
pasteboards to the Clemson-Furman game, provided orders for
these tickets are received on or
before July 15. The Department
anticipates no shortage of tickets
to other games and members may
order as many tickets to these
games as desired. A ticket application will be mailed to the 1947
IPTAY members as soon as ticket information is received for
other schools on our schedule.
No tickets will be saved or sold
to non- IPTAY member until after
July 15. After this date, football
tickets to all games will be placed on sale to the general public
and orders will be filled as they
are received.
If an IPTAY member wants
more than foup tickets to
the
South Carolina-Clemson game or
the Furman-Clemson game, he
can place an order for what ever
additioal tickets he wants, after
July 15. If any tickets to these
games are left, the ticket management will be glad tb send the
best tickets available.
As soon as the Athletic Department has ticket information available, applications will be mailed
to everyone who has paid his 1947
dues.

certainly made a hit with the
Tiger boxing team in their recent invasion of the Old Liner
campus for the Southern Conference Boxing Tournament. Miss
Heyser sponored for the Bengal
team and proved a fine inspiration for the Tigers. She is a
junior enrolled in the
Home
Economics School and a member
of Tri Delta sorority.
The Maryland miss is quite
an outstanding student who participates in many extra-curricula
activities. Her journalistic ability
is displayed regularly on
the
society page of the campus newspaper. She is also a cheerleader
and a member of the Dramatics
Club.
Miss Heyser expressed great
pleasure in being sponsor few the
Tiger boxers. "I was very thrilled to have the opportunity of
sponsoring Clemson and
think
you have a very outstanding boxThe shortest punt in the record
ing team. The boys were
all books is one foot. The boot was
grand and really made a sponsor made by W. R. Flora of Michigan
feel worth while," she declared.
in 1925 against Navy.

Delicious

of
Popular Makes of Fuel Oil Heaters
Assorted Sizes
Also Storage Facilities And Men
For Installing Same

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Finest

SHELL OIL CO.
Max King—Agent
Anderson, S. C

Gossett St.

Phone 590

Candy Helps!
A box of chocolates is a
good thing to take along
■when you meet her folks.

Listen Jack-

But equally good insurance
for a warm welcome is an
Arrow shirt and a wrinkleresistant Arrow tie. Then
you'll really be a young man
of distinction!

Tasty Tempting Meals
At Enticing Prices
When you eat at
the

ARROW—YOUNG AMERICA'S FAVORITE SHIRT1

Stewart-Meritt Company
26 S. Main St.

SENECA CAFE

Greenville, S. C.

. -ARROW-

Goal posts at the end of the
football field must not be more
than twenty feet high, and the
crossbar not over ten fet above
the sod.

MENS

SHOP

SENECA. S.C.

STONE
BROTHERS
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

108 N. Main St,
Greenfille, S. C.

Mnrcherson's Inc.
Anderson's Finest

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX tiLOTHES
DOBB'S HATS

FREEMAN SHOES

3
BETTER MEN'S WEARING APPAREL

NUNN-BUSH SHOES
Sandwiches

BARBECUED
Curb Service Only

Groceries

Meats
Phone' 9511

' Super Hwy. Just outside city limit Greenville, So. Carolina

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
120 N. MAIN ST-

ANDERSON, S. C.

TRAVEL Bi BUS
Economical... Safe

TRAVEL IN SAFE COMFORT
FROM CLEMSON TO

IS CfflRPING!!
ABOUT, THE SWELL FOOD
At The

A football player must wear a
helmet unlike the ball in color.
He may be banished from the
game if he doesn't don one of another color in two minutes.

MANHATTAN SHIRTS

THE CRICKET

diligently to get the courts into
tip-top condition for the home
season.
The tennis team will 'have
three courts reserved at all times
during the season and students
are requested to use the three
southeast courts.
Students are
further requested to play only
two sets when the. courts are
crowded in order that all players
may be able to play.
Students must wear tennis
shoes on the courts so that the
court will not be scarred unnecessarily. According to the authorities, if students do not observe
this rule, it will be necessary to
take strenuous steps to preserve
the courts.

EVERYBODY

March 28, Friday 3:00 p. m.—Baseball game with Duke
Blue Devils
March 29, Saturday 1:3> p. m.—Baseball game with Duke
Blue Devils
March 29, Saturday 3:00 p. m.—Intra-squad football game,
Memorial Stadium, admission fifty cents
March 31, Monday—Tennis match with Erskine
March 31, Monday 3:00 p. m.—Baseball game with Erskine
April 2, Wednesday—Tennis match with South Carolina
April 7, Monday 3:00 p. m.—Baseball game with Wofford
April 8, Tuesday 3:00 p. m.—Baseball game with Davidson

MICHAELS-STERN CLOTHES

Greenville, S. C.

Just Received Another Shipment

SPORTS CALENDAR

Teams Will End
Spring Practice
f ith This Game

~) Anderson
| Abbeville
I Greenwood
Newberry
Saluda
Columbia

/

FROM CLEMSON TO

AM AM|AM PM PM PM PM
LV 740
-358
715
11044
445
AR 815
11120
750

*j Anderson
[ Laurens
Clinton
I Union
>■ Chester
Great Falls
Lancaster
Rock Hill
Charlotte

AM |AM PM
\nderson
LV715 1105 1250
Laurens ..
AR855 1250
LV 850 100511200 230 450 510j
LV855 100
Laurens
1000J 1115| 120| 340| 545|
Clinton
._
910 115
AR1030 1145 150 410 | 615 630|
Union
AR1010 210 415
415| 630J
LV
1150
Union
LV1010 215 420
AR
530 745!
|
105
Chester _
.
1108 310 510
150
6401
LV1030
Richburg Jet.
L VI130 330 530
250
725|
LV1120
Richburg Jet.
AR1130 420 625
420
850]
AR1240
Lancaster
AR1159 500 655
Richburg Jet.
LV155 420 715
AR228 530| 7151
Great Falls _.
Richburg Jet.
LVL130J 3301 5301
AR1200 355 600|
Rock Hill
TRAVELING TIME IS PRECIOUS TIME
AR 100 455 700
Charlotte
Light face type denotes AM Time; Bold Face PM

Clemson _
Anderson
Anderson
Abbeville
Greenwood
Greenwood
Newberry
Greenwood
Saluda '
Columbia

REMEMBER

PM PM
330 655
510 835
515 835
530 850
630 950
635 950
730 1040
730 1100
815 1100
84611130
|110C
|1132
75011100
820|1130
92011225

CALL 3481 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON FARES AND SCHEDULES
PURCHASE OUR COMMUTER BOOK 33% OFF OF REGULAR RIDERS

CAROLINA STAGES, INC
is owned and operated by an old Clemson man Hamish Turner, Class of 1929.

Your interests are his.
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F, B. I./Discloses The Identity Of Four Culprits
Parisian Beauts

Will Add Color
To Mess Halls
The mess hall at Clemson has
gone esthetic. Featured among the
many new inspiring additions is
the ultra-Parisian bevy of bombastic beauties is a nightly floor
show that highlights the scintillating seductress, our own Prooooofffffeeeeeeesssssssor Agnes Carpenter. A large podium has been
erected between the two "salles
a manager"—the messy halls—
to accommodate the vivacious
vaudeville acts. During the nightly demi-tasse, the zenith of the
show is reached when the featured hip-shaker, Agnes, glides into
the spotlight to the silvery strains
of "Library Lena." Her reckless
rhumbas, swishing sambas, and
her tantalizing teases create a
tough task for the chief electrician, Professor Tinglin Tingly, to
keep her in his sights.
But the nightly show is just
one among the many artistic additions that include mural masterpieces depicting Clemson dormitory life, all crystal tableware
with silver fingerbowls, gold
candelabra, six champagne fountains, and dinner suits for the
boys to don when they enter the
door to the dining room. Solid
mahogany tables with matching
chairs and lace tablecloths have
also been installed by order of
Pop Kluttz, College Grub Gatherer. Completely discarding the
old waiter system, Kluttz has announced that henceforth all members of the waiter staff will be
drawn from the faculty. The responsibile position of head waiter
will be held by Speedy Rooster
because of his ability to step
from the kitchen to any table
without ever leaving the kitchen.

McGarity And Band
Plan National Tour
—♦—

Professor Hugh "I'm Good" McGarity, head of the Clemson
Abusic Department, has received an invitation from the National Music Association to take the
Clemson Concert Band on a tour
« of the nation this summer, play* ing at such places at Carnegie
Hall, ("The best bands of all play
at Carneige Hall") Midson Square
Garden, and the Hollywood
Bowl. All expenses will be paid
by the Association, and 10% of
the gate receipts from each appearance will be divided among
the members of the Band. Also,
a special permit has been obtained from the Treasury Department which exempts the payment
of entertainment tax from the receipts, on the grounds that anyone who listens will not be entertained at all;
There is a sad and yet joyous
note in this good news. The Band
will have to do without the services of its 1st chair flute player
and Student Conductor, Ape Califf. Ape, long recognized as the
only man who can play "The
Rite of Spring" while hanging
from a tree by his legs, has been
asked to be guest Conductor of
the Boston "Pops" Orchestra for
the whole summei

It Could
Happen To You

BY "HOOK"~
OR BY CROOK
YOUR MONEY
GETS TOOK!
We Sell Shirts Dirt Cheap,
"Cause We've Taken So Many
From Our Customer's
Backs.

HOOK
SLOAN

Kinard, Cook, Ervin, Young
Are Indicted On Murder Count

Tiger Cage Team
To Tangle With
House Kittens
Negotiations have just been
completed that will pit Clemson's
undefeated basketeers against the
University of Kentucky House
Kittens in a game to raise funds
for the erection of the Clemson
Senior Private Convalsecent
Home. The date for the game
has been set on Sunday, April 5.
Church will be turned out for
the occasion. In order to accommodate the expected throng, the
game is to be played on the stage
of the Amphitheater.
The Tigers, who are champions
of Pickens and Oconee counties,
have fairly burned up the hoops
this year in running up an average of 124.9 points per game.
Only in the Washington & Lee
game have the Bengals been
pushed to win. After a hard battle the Tigers came out in front,
147 to 98.
The star of the Tiger quintet
is "Popeye" Crawford, bean-pole
guard, who has averaged an astounding forty two points per
game. This steady and unexcitable
performer is a man of few
words and. great modesty.. Sports
scribes have found it very hard
shaggy-headed fellow who has
never offered an alibi for a
mistake.
First National Banks McFadden, cage cooch, has announced
that the national champion Kentuckians will be housed overnight
in the rifle room. Just before
game time the visitors will be
served an elaborate goat barbecus in "Frog" Ware's zoology
laboratory.

Seneca River Will Be
Diverted Says Prexy
—♦—

According to ,the President's
office, plans are being made *o
divert the Seneca River from its
present course to a new channel
which will include the lower
floors of the Main Building, the
chemistry building, and the hog
barns .
Whether the planned development will satisfy everyone involved is yet to be learned. The
President's, release contained several advantages which will accompany the development; some
of them are as follows: the provision of power for a number of
the "big wheels" who are in dire
need of an electrical boost; to
furnish fresh drinking water and
lukewarm showers for those prodigal students who have "lost
their weekends" in the local hotspots; to provide a free, spacious
"swimming hole" for the relaxation of those students who are
taking their studies too seriously;
to provide power for the political
machine of Doc McCollum.
By the original plan the river
would have been directed through
the mess-hall, but the plan was
abandoned since it necessitated
removal of the pipeline which
was placed there prior to the
Christmas holidays.

College Spatter From
Barracks to Pre-Fabs

Registrar Says
Woman's College
Being Planned
Mmm&

Haywood Announces Sale Of Bandit Factory;
To Open Magnificent Nite Club On Hotel Hill
Quinn, Pruitt
Set For Tourney
Dewey Quinn, June Pruitt, W.
A. Holshouser, and Joe Hazel
have been selected by Marbles
Coach Frank Howard to enter the
National Collegiate Marbles
Tournament to be held in Springdale, Indiana on April 2.
These men will compete against
students from Etevens Vassar,
Wellesley, and other top-ranking
ROTC colleges. Bobby Gage, Oconee County Mibs champ, Hal
Leonard, Joe Landrum, Rod
Brisindine, and Frank Gillespie
were eliminated in the finals that
were punctuated by frequent arguments with umpire Dr. J. C.
Green. Bobby Gage won by' default from "Shoats" Reasonover
in the semifinals when "Shoats"
fudged on the last "lag".
The Tiger Mibs team has been
holding daily workouts on the
tennis courts under the expert
tutelage of Coach Howard, former International Marbles roundring champ of Alabama. The Tiger tennis team has been forced
to cancel all practices in order
that the Howardmen may be in
peak form when they enter the
tournament.
Pruitt's "bust" shot has no
equal in the nation according to
outstanding sports writers of the
country. "Heavy"
Holshouser's
knuckle-down has Coach Howard raving. All the men have
been taught the "Howard Shot"
and are expected to confuse their
opponents into defaulting.
The
"Howard Shot" consists of placing tobacco juice on all marbles
in the ring to get full benefit of
any deflections caused by bank
shots.

LATE BULLETIN
Atlanta, Ga., March 28
CCP. Former Governor, Terman Halmadge, received a
petition from the students
of Clemson College late today asking- that he accjept
an appointment as Dean of
Men.
Members of the college student body decided
Terman was their man because of his ability in org.
anizing public opinion.
Halmadge told the press,
"I doubt that South Carolina will be as gullible as
Georgia was, but if I use
green suspenders instead of
the usual red—I may succeed."

H. T. "Tilly" Haywood, for the past ten years owner and
head waiter of the "Tiger Den", has announced the sale of
this renowned Clemson landmark to the State Highway Commission. There are unofficial rumors to the effect that this
former "honkey-tonk" will be the new headquarters of the
Upper Division of the State Highway Patrol.
The former proprietor refused
to be quoted, stating, "I have already completed plans for the
most magnificent, notorious night
spot in the Southeast. I expect it
to be in full operation by May 1.
Confidentally, the Stork Club
might as well go back to Holland
The decision in the contest for
when my new extravaganza gets
under may."
the presidency of the "Don't DaAvailable information on lay- ta Tall" fraternity, made vacout flans indicate that "Operation ant by the departure of PresiMoonshine" will be located on dent-elect Tom "I drive Slowly
Hotel Hill, near the present site and Carefully" Wallace, will be
of the Clemson-Astorla.
The handed by Judge "Positively No
actual structure will consist of Credit" Keller in his chambers
three large completely equipped later this week.
snack bars, along with two privAt present the forces of Ozzie
ate saloons for the "Holy Joes"; "Red Belt" Wallace, under the
these departments, under the sup- leadership of Jim "My Life Reervision of J. W. "Father" Evans, volves Around My Military" Perwill open onto a beautiful pewel- ry, are still holding the presistudded pation. In the adjoining dential chambers on Cemetery
area, plans include four dance "No Women Allowed" Hill.
pavilions, a hat-check room, and
Vice President Danijel "O n e
two water fountains (for Prohi- Drink And I Stagger All Night
bitionists only).
Modest" Pate has announced that
The , gala night club opening he holds the "coup de etat" that
will be held from midnight until forced him to move his offices
noon, May first. Highlights of the to the outdoor theater (which
evening are to feature a dramatic was the only other place that he
interpertation, "Wine, Women, would not be bothered by stuand Wealth", by the Calhoun For- dent and their dates) to be unensic Society, a home-grown constitutional and hinted that
Clemson floor show starring Ag- Wallace had and ulterior motive
nes Carpenter will follow, after in seizing the Hill .(Cemetery
which anything can happen.
that is.)

Judge Keller To Give
Fraternity Decision

You Suckers
With Money

READY MONEY

ARE DRIVING ME CRAZY,

Campus Cronies
Plan New Racket
Doc Lee-ve-em-alone-and he'll
get-well Pillford and Colonial Albertos
Just-ship-em-from-school
Clackston have recently effected
a partnership to open a sundown
store in the downtown area. The
pre-f abricated package store
(prefab referring to the building)
will be located behind Meow Den,
directly in from on the almost inside of Hook If-I-can't-take-your65-no-one-else-can Sloan's.
This move by the two up-andcoming employees of .Clemson
was forthcoming since the partners resolved that they would get
their share of the veterans' 65.
Besides the two have a score to
settle with the Sandard Oil Company of New Jersey. They believe
the convenient location of the
Feeling Booster store will do
much damage to the gasoline business by cutting down on the essential trips to Pendleton and
Central.
Pillford has launched an extensive publicity campaign to put
sales up to a maximum. His recommendation that Old Forester
(President I'm-on-a-vacation Truman's favorite beaverage), Haig
& Haig Pinch Bottle (the diet of
J. Scotch Johnnie Little, if someone gives it to him), and all contemporary brands replace, the
cure-all pill (No.19) for ailing
students, has received favorable
reaction from the Administration.
Curly Clackston has been keeping up his end of the bargain, too.
He placed a plea before Sgt.
Take-that-room-and-like-it Davis to inform cadets that at least
one bottle (no smaller than a
fifth) will be standard equipment
for each room. If this order is
not complied with, violators will
be tried before the Supreme Exaulted Court of Justice of the
Metropolous Of Clemson College,
Judge Positively-no-checks-cashed
Keller, presiding. The maximum

I'M RAKING IT IN—

LATER BULLETIN

AND STILL BEING LAZY!

Perrin C. Cothran, some kind of
student from somewhere , has
been appointed full professor of
Cothranism, a new subject about/
something. He won faculty approval with his quiet attitude
toward many things. His state8-226
ment on the subject: "Heee-heeeeee, I just Hate myself" ....
Clemson's own Victor Mature,
A San Diego restaurant adverCream-Puff Strasser of "Kain"If
tuck", is to get married soon to tises with blotters reading,
one of the fish that he caught you like the smell of our steaks,
try one."
on his last fishing trip
P. B. Shoatsendorff, IIIIIIIIIII,
ex-YMCA Stenographer, has accepted the job of campaign manager of the Del O'neal For Governor Organization ....
It is rumored' that a chapter
of the W. C. T. U. will be founded on the campus under the
mothering wing of Fater Smiley
Evans .... Paul Bo-Hog Ritchie
is planning a trip throughout the
South to study the living conditions of southern hoghood ....
Band Company's Captain, Billy
B. Monk, has opened a reducing
gym in the basement of his barrack. His chief assistants are
Andy Stathakis, C. V. Slim Elrod,
and R. S. Davis ....
All were pleased to hear that
Dancing A. Kennerly has been
awarded the Little Orphan Annie
Secret Metal for meritous service
in the battle of Bowman Field.
The coveted metal was presented
him by Colonial' Curly Clackston
.... Henry G. Grumble, Charleston Cutthroat, has been paroled by "Victory With Cook,"
local politician.
Grumble was
serving a two-year stretch for
failure to salute Minor Dickie E.
Manning . . .
Flowers of sympathy to Lord
Gilbert Collings, who has been
busted down to the rank of an
everyday tiller of the soil. He
plans to make little lords his
main crop .... Prof. Billy G.
Miller, noted Clemson actress, is
now writing a play entitled
"What Really Goes on in the
Clemson Hotel" . . . President of
the Clemson Clean-Up Campaign,
P. S. McCollum, Owner
Walter Terrellble, announces that
all is going well except that the
vice ring of Mickinnon-ThomasFrierson - Young - Morris is proving to be a hard nut to crack . . .

iy

Herkimer's
2-130

Clemson, S. C, March 28
CCP.
IP. B. Holtzendorfft
Y M C A General Secretary
made known the fact that he
will become campaign manager for Pel O'Neal in the
next gubernatorial election.
Iloltzendorff said, "I have always been an admirer of O'Neal's policies, and shall consider it an honor to be associated with this outstanding
personality."
In a statement for The
T.iger, Holtzendorf f said,
"South Carolina needs more
road-houses, race tracks and
gambling devices, ;and the

THIS SMART EASTER RABBIT
'KNOWS LOCTALIZED VICES
WHERE VALUES ARE LOWERED
FOR SKYROCKET PRICES;
"DEPEND UPON "DOCS",
TO STAY IN THE FIGHT,
WITH FILM, PENS, AND SODAAND PRICES- JUST RIGHT.

LC. MARTIN DRUG CO.
"The Official College Book and Supply Store"

Gustoove E. (for Exasperating)
Messes, registrar, announced
plans for the additios of a Woman's College at Clemson. According to Messes, "There have
been many requests received in
my office regarding the registration of females in this institution."
However, this move is expected
to bring about great protest from
the present student body. Typical
sentiment was voiced by a cadet
who said, "We don't need any
more students, especially girls.
What we need is a game room
with yo-yos, jack-stones, and the
like for lonely boys.
Besides,
girls are so annoying."
In an attempt to have proper
facilities ready by September, the
Construction, destruction, and Repair department has been pushed
with preparations for living
quarters and class room. An extension of First barracks will be
built to house the lassies so that
they will be close to — the class
rooms. This will also . work for
an advantage psychologically, because the girls can give advice on
touchy problems to the young
"rats" who are away from their
hometown pool rooms for t h*e
first time in their lives.
According to latest plans, the
school curriculum will be altered
to include such courses as Manhandling, Bull Shooting, Hangover Recovery, and Heart Busting. It is also likely that there
will be a Wac detachment, in the
R. O. T. C. regiment.
Every phase of the college life
will be affected by this drastic
change. Even the barber-shop
plans to add a beauty section to
its facilities.

Chappeli To Buy Out
Town Monopolies
To Get Clear Field

SPECIAL TO TIGER
Washington, March 28-CCP—
J. Edgar "Influence"
Waite,
chief of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, announced today
the apprehension of four men
suspected of complicity in the
October 24 "Gamecock Slaying"
committed in Columbia, South
Carolina. The Bureau head went
on to say that Jim Young, Wellborn Cook, Will Kinard, and
Johnny Ervin, all *Clemson A
and M. College men, were captured while breaking barsacks at
the school last night. Special agent Spanky Spangenburg, renowned as the man who got John
Dillinger, and czar of the now
inactive Post Toasties Junior GMen Club, led a group of FBI,
Anderson County fee-grabbers,
and Clemson MP's in the brilliant capture.
Stationing officers at all exits
of the Clemson "Y", a campus
building so named because of its
pecular shape, Spangenburg crept
stealthily into the "Y" Cafeteria
and called to the suspects to
give themselves up or be mowed
down by hot lead. All but Ervin
surrendered without a struggle,
and were promptly lodged in the
Guest Room located in First Barracks. The tall, dark, Ervin,
wounded critically in the leg by
a stray bullet from an MP's pistol when he tried to escape custody, was taken to the Clemson
College Hospital, where he is expected to die.
A Tiger reporter received a severe flesh wound when he tried
to get a statement from Young,
who said, simply, "I ain't ready
~o die." Kinafd, the meekest of
the lot, offered to tattle on the
rest if someone would give him
a drink. "I'm thirsty," he said.
Cook's only words were, "I won't
say a thing until I see my mouthpiece, ' Henry Grimble."
Nurses at the hospital reported
that Ervin was repeating over
and over, "What will A .J. say?"
No one seems to know who "A.
J." is.
,The brutal murder which snuffed out the life of an innocent
chicken attracted attention in
forty-seven states. Charleston,
three U. S. possessions, and Canada. R. Dudly Wealwaysgetourman, chief of the Dominion's Royal Mounted Police, hailed the
crime as perfect.
Most of the world's great criminologists were active at one time
or another in the search for the
culprits.
Jake Penland, private
dick for the Columbia State, a
newspaper , ,once stated that, in
his opinion, no one but a madman
could have been guilty of the
dastardly deed.
"In my opinion, no one but a
mad man could have been guilty
of the dastardly deed," he said.
The suspects will be brought to
Washington April 3 to be confined in the new Justice Department Building pending their trial
sometime next year. Justice Hangem Mitchell, who will conduct
the hearing with the aid of his
new Sonotone, promises that justice will be done.

H. W. Chappeli,' owner of
"Herk's Honky Tonk", has announced that he plans to buy out
Martin's Drug Co. and the Juice
Shop in order that he may have
a clear field in the selling of
merchandise.
Mr. Chappeli has also planned
to raise his prices to the highest
level of the best roadhouses in
the nation.
It is rumored that Chappeli
has accepted the position formerly held by Mr. P. P. Johnnielittle, in view of h'is shrewd
manipulation of prices. Mr. Chappeli, or "Vampire" as he is known
to his most intimate friends,
plans to donate several $3,000
scholarships so that boys who
have to work (?) their way
through school might have an
honest (?) chance.
In a statement for the press,
Herk said, "My business started
by matching pennies before the
war, but because of high prices r"
and plenty of suckers, I should
gross a few modest millions by
the end of the year".
Herk's presence on the Clemson
College track, where he works
out with increasing vigor every
day, seems to believe the fact
that he has many steadfast friends
who are anxious to give him
their business, or their fists down
his throat.
Other than occupying 82 1-2
rooms in the eighth barracks, and
owning a 1947 Lincoln Contiental convertible and a string of
race horsesj, Chappeli is wellknown for his thriftiness, which
was proved last night when he
shot two students for running
away with 'one of his milk bottles.

Green Moves Swiftly;
Nabs Juvenile Bride
Dr. Lord Calvert Green, Professor of English, whom everyone thought was a confirmed
bachelor, sprung quite a surprise
last night when he brought home
his beautiful and blooming bride.
He managed to keep his whirlwind courtship, which lasted only
three years, a secret from even
his best friends. One of his friends
Dr. Shakespeare Taylor, is in the
hospital suffering from acute
shock, acute amnesia, and acute
nurse. In his delirium, he mutters over and over "What hath
God wraught?''
The bride wore white, of course,
and was radiantly lovely for all
her thirteen years. She defied her
mother's authority for the first
time by refusing flatly to wear
a strapless wedding gown. The
ceremony was interrupted once
when the brides legs failed to
hold her up. The mystery was
solved by the discovery that the
young lady had had to double her
mother's garters so they would
hold up her stockings, and then
they were so tight the circulation
in her legs was cut off.
The
bride's father collapsed ■ after the
wedding because he was too tight
also.
A prohibitive transfer tax of
$200 has been designed to keep
"souvenir" guns in
veterans'
hands.

OUR SHOP-

Gentry

OUR SILVER
IS DIRTY—

OUR MEALS ARE
A FLOP!

Clemson Cafeteria
In The "Y"

